
We at Colombo Coffee Company are passionate about great coffee and
everything that goes into making that special cup. With this in mind, we take
pride in being the only total coffee solutions provider in Sri Lanka. In addition,
we are the sole distributor for the world renowned Lavazza Coffee in the country. 
 
With over 8 years of expertise in the industry and more than 350 clients
spanning across the island, to date, Colombo Coffee Company is the largest
coffee supplier to hotels, restaurants, cafes, offices and many other diverse
spaces.

COLOMBO
COFFEE COMPANY

THE TOTAL COFFEE SOLUTION

WHO WE ARE
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Solutions for Every Space

Cafes
Offices
Hotels
Homes
Boardrooms
Cafeterias
 And more…

Coffee supply
On-site barista training
Menu planning
Product development

We believe in doing things a little differently. This means, finding creative and
innovative ways of delivering that perfect cup of coffee…any time, any place.
We take pride in providing total coffee solutions for;        

 

In addition, at Colombo Coffee Company, we offer a diverse range of
customized services to fit your unique space. This includes; 

Solutions for Every Need
Breakfast
Busy breakfast space? Whether you are a 500-room hotel or an  exclusive
boutique villa, we have a solution to fit your every need. 
 

In-Room
Looking for inventive ways to engage your hotel customers? Our unique in-
room solutions such as Power Up with Lavazza Instant Coffee and Capsule
Machines offer clients an international coffee experience to start their day. 
 

Banquets, Conferences & Meeting Rooms
The secret behind great coffee at large gatherings? Bulk and mobility. Our
product offering has state-of-the-art machinery and technology that helps
manage your banquet needs every step of the way. 
 



Founded in Turin, Italy in 1895 by Luigi Lavazza, to date, Lavazza is one of the
largest coffee roasters globally; with over 120 years of expertise and producing
above 100, 000 tons of coffee annually. With over 50 training centers
worldwide and sustainability programs that foster and look into the wellbeing of
coffee farmers, Lavazza is a key contributor in the development of the global
coffee industry. As a brand, Lavazza is one of the most sought-after products
internationally and is known for its exceptional quality, diverse range and
inimitable consistency.

Delivering exceptional coffee has and will always be at the heart of what we
do. Which is why, we at Colombo Coffee Company consistently strive to offer
unique and exciting products that are crafted with care.

A premium selection of 100% Arabica Beans from the central hills of Sri Lanka.
Also available in Espresso Coffee Beans and Filtered Coffee Powder. Expertly
crafted to create a well-balanced and full-bodied coffee.
This product is part of an unique grassroots level initiative that works towards
the welfare of the local coffee farmer community.

The authentic Espresso experience, now in a minuscule capsule. Filled with
Lavazza Coffee or Toscana Ceylon Coffee, this intense blend guarantees that
perfect cup, every single time. What’s more, these pods are compatible with
any Nespresso machine making them versatile and convenient in every way.

Coffee Products

Nespresso Compatible Capsules



La Cimbali M23
La Cimbali M34
La Cimbali M100
Nuova Simonelli Musica Lux 

Gaggia Anima Class
Gaggia Babila
Kalerm K95L 
Nuova Simonelli Microbar II
Nuova Simonelli Prontobar
Nuova Simonelli Talento 
WMF 5000S
WMF 1500S
WMF 1100S

The authentic Espresso experience, now in a minuscule capsule. Filled with Lavazza
Coffee or Toscana Ceylon Coffee, this intense blend guarantees that perfect cup,
every single time. What’s more, these pods are compatible with any Nespresso
machine making them versatile and convenient in every way.

Traditional Coffee Machines

 
Super Automatic Coffee Machines (Bean to Cup)

 

Coffee Machines



LB 912
Lavazza EP Mini
LB Classy Mini
LB Classy Milk

La Cimbali Magnum OD
La Cimbali CM OD
La Cimbali CM AUT
Nuova Simonelli MCF
Gaggia MDF

FETCO 2121
FETCO 2141

Capsule Machines

 

Coffee Grinders

 
Coffee Bulk Brewers



Basic
Latte Art 
Intermediate
Domestic
Advanced

Great coffee…requires great skills and at Colombo Coffee Company we believe
in that. We understand the dynamics that go into creating an excellent cup of
brew need to be approached in multiple ways. This is why we offer a diverse
portfolio of services that ensures our coffee is nothing short of the best.
      

Outlets

Strategically located across key hubs in Sri Lanka, customers can purchase a
wide range of total coffee solutions products and accessories at any of our two
outlets in Colombo or Galle.

  
           

Technical Services

We are the best in the country at what we do. This includes carrying out
servicing and repairs for almost any coffee-related equipment; from traditional
espresso machines, automatic, semi-automatic and function coffee systems.
 
 

Barista Training 

We provide in-depth Barista Training Courses across all levels; 

 

Our Services



Barista Accessories 

From Barista Accessories, Coffee Bean to French Presses, Tampers,
Distributors, Knock Boxers and anything else for the coffee connoisseur
in you! 

             

Recipe Development

Making coffee can be as easy as making tea! All you need is the right
ingredients, equipment and you’re good to go. This is where we come in
to help. Give us a call and we will get you started. 

Branding Posm Support

Helping our partners grow and improve their business is a core area of
our work. By showcasing Lavazza branded artwork at their locations,
customers have experienced a significant increase in customer footfall. 

Cleaning Solutions

Ensuring your machines and equipment perform at their best at all times
is important to us. Which is why we offer you a range of cleaning
solutions to suit your every need. From Cafiza Tablets to Liquid Dezcal,
Rinza Liquid and more, our products guarantee smooth machine
performance, always.



Educating farmers

Providing employment opportunities

Empowering women and girls

Teaching children

Giving back to the community

Exporting Sri Lankan Coffee on a global scale 

We believe that the future of Sri Lanka’s coffee industry is what we make it out to

be. At the heart of it all lies its most important and valuable asset, its people.

Which is why, we at Colombo Coffee Company are committed to enriching each

and every area of their lives. This includes;   

 

In addition to this, we have developed Toscana Ceylon – 100% Sri Lankan. It is

our latest and most innovative product as a result of this unique Corporate Social

Responsibility initiative. One of the key focuses behind the Toscana Ceylon brand

is the aim to improve and highlight the local coffee industry in a new way. As a

premium selection of 100% Arabica Beans grown in the central province of Sri

Lanka, Toscana Ceylon is also available in Espresso Coffee Beans, Filtered

Coffee Powder and Nespresso compatible capsules. This expertly crafted blend

creates a well-balanced and full-bodied coffee. Toscana Ceylon is currently being

developed according to stringent international standards, while working towards

the welfare of the local coffee farmer. 

With sustainability of the coffee industry in mind, Colombo Coffee Company is

expanding its operations down the supply chain into Green Bean Sourcing. As an

ethically sourced product from the Central Hills of Sri-Lanka, this process has

proven to be successful since inception as it fosters the local coffee industry in

many ways and creates a demand for exports that is of international standards. In

addition to this, our cupping scores stand at 90+ ensuring that we at Colombo

Coffee Company are dealing with a specialty blend of coffee at all times

Sustainability



At Colombo Coffee Company, we understand the value of connections and we
celebrate that on a daily basis. It has made us who we are today. As a result of
this, over the last 10 years, our client base has grown to encompass over 350
of Sri Lanka’s most reputable brands and names.

Our Clients



 Head Office
No.16, De Fonseka Road,

Colombo 5.
Tel: 0703 6060 70

Email: hello@coffee.lk

Outlets
No. 38, Ward Place, 

Colombo 07.
Tel: 011 30 22225

Email: showroom@coffee.lk

No. 62A, Lighthouse Street,
Galle Fort, Galle. 
Tel: 091 224 3644

Email: hello@coffee.lk 

Facebook
@ColomboCoffeeCompany

Instagram
@colombo_coffee_company 

Website
www.coffee.lk

Corporate Information 

FIND US AT


